
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 

Global Unveiling of Trion Nemesis, An American Super Car 
Trion Supercars to rival European supercar tradition 
 
Newport Beach, California, USA – July 23, 2015 - On Sunday, July 26th, Trion Supercars, the US-based 
automotive technology company, will unveil their unique and innovative supercar, the Nemesis. In 
development since 2012, Trion Supercars intends to shake up the existing supercar order, challenging 
established European brands. The minds behind the all-new supercar belong to a team of passionate 
automotive engineers, designers and technologists with a combined 90 years industry experience. 
Nemesis is their first output of their vision. Lead by Richard Patterson as CEO, they¹ve used cutting-edge 
technologies from various industries to combine power, aesthetics, safety and comfort to redefine the 
supercar category.  The result is a luxury car that offers an intense racing feel, but at the same time 
offers surprising spaciousness, comfort, and the opportunity for extensive bespoke content options for 
owners to individualize their supercar. 
 
Prepared to take the lead in the segment, Patterson shares, “We’ve set a new standard not yet 
overcome; it is the Nemesis of the European supercars”. In fact, as a company, Patterson and his team 
consider their cars the beginning of a revolution and are planning more excitement for the future. 
Looking forward, yet rooted to its origins, Trion Supercars integrates values such as independence, 
quality, and innovation. Trion has collaborated with Mercury Racing to provide the powerplant for the 
Nemesis model line. The upcoming launch marks a new milestone for American-built performance 
automobiles - a triumph of design and technical capability. 
 
On Sunday, a select group of global automobile enthusiasts and collectors will join the Trion Supercars 
team to celebrate the unveiling, and officially step up to the challenge and set a new paradigm in the 
supercar segment.  
 
Among the innovations the company will introduce through the Nemesis series cars are: 
 

 Aerospace quality carbon fiber exterior 

 The unique "Predator Mode”, modifying interior illumination, suspension settings, exhaust 
sound and rev limits. 

 Extensive Bespoke Content Program 

 Interior packaging that accommodates 96th percentile (6’4”) drivers 

 Unexpected cargo accommodation for a supercar 
 
 
 
 
 

## more ## 



About Trion: 
 
Founded in 2012, Trion Supercars displays their innovative American spirit, leading a revolution in the 
supercar segment. Their initial production series, the Nemesis product line, combines Leading edge 
engineering and high technology materials with a race performance-level engine for the complete 
supercar experience, while at the same time offering owners a high level of bespoke content 
possibilities, unexpected comfort, and spaciousness. 
 
Website: www.trionsupercars.com 
 
 
Contact: 
Shaun Twyman 
stwyman@trionsupercars.com 
1308 E. Pomona 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 
(855) 233-2224 
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